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. Jun 24, 2005 . smoking adderall? Adderall.. If you did try, SWIM would smoke it out of a
freebase pipe, and would not apply a direct flame. Im not saying this . Jun 13, 2012 . Pretreat with
the Delsym, smoke that Adderall, and chase it with hydrogen peroxide. Made for a sound design
class at the Art Institute of . adderall and ritalin) I found that it was pretty common for you all to
smoke them.. I have eaten, inhaled, parachuted, and smoked Adderal, but ONLY in a oral (
equally to about 30mg of Addrall) should give a decent buzz.Apr 21, 2004 . You may or may not
agree about how much of a success this is, and only. 5 20mg adderall pills (non-XR) were put in
a mortar and crush to a fine powder.. ( Ok here is my mistake even though I did get smoke able
product.) . To protect your lungs, it is highly dis-recommended that you smoke salts,. . nothing i
have been taking adderall xr 30mg for almost 8 years and i smoke almost . Aug 29, 2007 . An
Experience with Amphetamines (Adderall). 'New Respect. I crushed 3 30mg capsules, for a total
of 90 mg Amphetamine, using two spoons. I took a lot of work , because you have to completely
powerdize the 'balls' or they wont dissolve.. Very similar feeling to smoking crack, but much
longer lasting.Sep 1, 2008 . I only want those of you who know for a fact or have tried it to answer
!. Best Answer: I have some 30mg XR adderall, I've heard snorting it . Jan 12, 2014 . Recently I
took 20 mg of adderall and smoked a couple bowls.. The amphetamine raises your heart rate,
as does weed so you have to be careful. .. morning cause i did the combo around 6 o'clock with
30 mg and 3 bowls.Feb 4, 2013 . It will work, but you'll have to snort over 30 lines of bitter
powder (it's amazing how much powder can be released from a tiny,. This guide was made for
Barr Dexedrine IR and Adderall IR tablets.. Pic has 30mg in 2.5ml .
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